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ABSTRACT

We report on extensive laboratory testing of the optical compatibility of immersion fluids often used in astronomical 
instrumentation.  A strong near-ultraviolet absorption feature is seen  after incubating several fluids with polyurethane often
used in expansion bladders, and a lesser absorption in the farther UV with Viton O-Ring material.  Substitute materials were
tested, many of which show no such absorption.  This program was started in response to a strong UV feature which
developed over time in the Robert Stobie Spectrograph of the Southern African Large Telescope. A repair strategy was
successfully implemented.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Refractive optics is often employed in instrumentation for modern astronomical telescopes for reasons of efficiency: one
avoids transmission losses from obscurations and reflections inherent in reflective designs.  However, since refractive systems
often have many elements, the combination of surface Fresnel losses can remove this advantage unless anti-reflection
techniques are employed.  The most efficient anti-reflection strategy is to group elements into multiplets which have mating
surfaces, and fill the gap with either an index-matching glue or an optical immersion fluid, which can match refractive indices
easily to less than 0.1, resulting in negligible Fresnel losses. On larger telescopes, however, the elements become large
enough that gluing results in unacceptable stresses if the mating elements have different thermal expansion coefficients.  One
is then left with using fluid gaps, which must themselves be allowed room to expand since the fluid itself usually has a large
thermal expansion coefficient.  The engineering of fluid immersion gaps in large telescope instruments has thus become a
critical step.  This paper describes one engineering problem, which resulted in the loss of UV throughput over time as a result
of contamination of the immersion fluid with material used in the gap structure.

2.  UV THROUGHPUT LOSS IN RSS

2.1 The RSS Instrument

The Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS)1 is an imaging spectrograph designed to occupy the Prime Focus Instrument Package
of the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT)2.  The optical design of RSS3 features

• a spectral range from 320 - 900 nm, with all-refractive collimator and camera using  fused silica, CaF2 and NaCl  elements,

• a collimated beam diameter of 150 mm and field of view of eight arcmin,

• low to medium resolution grating spectroscopy using one conventional and five Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) transmission
gratings, with an articulating camera which allows for 1.2" slit resolution R = 500 - 5500 and 0.6" resolution R up
to 11,000,
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• a dual etalon Fabry-Perot mode for R = 320 - 9000 over the full field of view for wavelengths 450 - 900 nm,

• spectropolarimetry4 for both grating and Fabry-Perot modes, using rotating quarter- and half- waveplates near the telescope
focal plane and a calcite mosaic beamsplitter in the collimated space.

Figure 1 illustrates the optical design. The F/4.2 collimator and F/2.2 camera each have nine elements, with the collimator
having a field lens doublet, two singlets, a triplet, and a final doublet.  The camera has a quadruplet, singlet, triplet, and the
field flattener singlet.  As delivered, each multiplet had gaps filled with Cargille LL5610 immersion fluid.  To allow for thermal
and atmospheric pressure changes, the fluid in each multiplet resides in plastic expansion bladders, connected to the multiplet
gaps by plastic tubing.  The UV capability of the spectrograph depends on use of NaCl elements in the camera and collimator
triplets, with the NaCl element being the center element, so that the fluid protects the NaCl from degradation from moisture.
Surfaces not in contact with fluid have anti-reflection coatings of MgF2, MgF2/ solgel, or a multilayer.

An upgrade path allows for incorporation of a NIR simultaneous beam5, through replacement of the fold flat with a dichroic
mirror.  Collimator elements before the final doublet are therefore designed for an extended wavelength coverage 320nm -
1.7 μm.

2.2 History of the UV loss

During on-sky commissioning of RSS in 2005 -20066, it became clear that there was  a pronounced efficiency loss in the UV
(Figure 2).   The throughput below 380 nm decreased precipitously to below 10% at 320 nm.  (An additional 20-30% loss
in the yellow was later traced to a degraded antireflection coating in the field flattener, since corrected).  In-situ measurements
of the on-axis throughput of the camera and three subsystems of the collimator using red and UV (375 nm) lasers and photodiodes
were consistent with the loss being distributed through the refractive optics, and not in the detector or the fold flat mirror. 
The optics was subsequently removed and returned to the US (Pilot Group in Monrovia, California) to be broken down into
the nine optical groups, tested, and repaired (section 3 below). As described below, the UV loss was traced to the four of the
five multiplet groups, and then to the immersion oil within the groups.

Figure 1. Robert Stobie Spectrograph optical design.  Multiplets containing immersion fluid discussed
here are underlined.



A detailed analysis (Figure 3) of quartz halogen calibration spectra, obtained from assembly at the University of Wisconsin
in January 2005 through testing in Capetown, observations on SALT, removal from the SALT telescope in November 2006,
and post-repair, demonstrates that the UV system loss actually set in gradually over a period of 1-2 years.  The UV index shown
is proportional to the change in the logarithmic slope of the intensity  S(λ1,λ2) =  log(I2/I1)/(λ2-λ1)  between λ1=360 and λ2=380
nm, where the observed UV absorption exhibits a characteristic “kink.”

UVabs index = [S(360,380) - 0.5×(S(350,360) + S(380,390))] / (380-360)

This index is insensitive to changes in the quartz lamp properties.  This behavior is consistent with a gradual contamination
of the immersion liquid over time as environmental temperature and pressure changes cause a mixing of the fluid.

Figure 2. RSS 2006 UV throughput shortfall

Figure 3. Time dependence of RSS UV loss



3. LABORATORY TESTING AND REPAIR

3.1  Monochromator system

A monochromator system (Figure 4) was devised to measure the transmission from 200 - 900 nm in a 1 cm beam on-axis
(the UV throughput did not appear to be position dependent since there was no nonuniformity in flat fields or in images). 
Light from the monochromator optical fiber is collimated, then sent through the sample, which is either a plane-parallel
window reference or the sample, which in the case of the RSS powered optics was compensated by a tailored lens to
recreate a nearly collimated beam.  This light is then focused onto a photodiode.

3.2  Optics as received

First, the transmission of the nine optical groups was measured.  A pronounced absorption edge at 380 nm was seen in
four groups, the field lens being the exception (Figure 5, left).  The vertical dashed line indicates the intended  UV

Figure 4. Lab monochromator system

Figure 5.  Monochromator transmission measurements of RSS multiplets (left) and of immersion fluid from bladders (right).  The
transmission of fluid incubated with the suspect bladder material (section 3.3) is shown as a heavy dashed line, for reference.



wavelength limit of the spectrograph.  There was no common optical material (silica, CaF2, or NaCl) nor coating (MgF2,
solgel, or multilayer) among the problem groups, thus exonerating materials and coatings, the original main suspects.  On
the other hand, the absorption edge was seen only in multiplets: no singlets exhibited the problem.  Suspicion thus shifted
to the optical coupling fluid, Cargille LL5610, used to suppress reflections in the multiplets.

Lens fluid samples were then drawn from all five RSS multiplets.  A 1-mm thick sample of all five showed a strong drop
in transmission at 380 nm, with a subsidiary absorption feature at 305 nm (Figure 5, right).  This matches the absorption
seen in four of the five multiplets, which have fluid path lengths of ~250 microns.  Fresh lens fluid from the bottle used
to fill the multiplets has no such feature, and meets the Cargille specification.  So the problem stems from contamination
of the fluid after assembly of the multiplets.  Interestingly, while the camera multiplets exhibited the worst UV loss, the
fluid from the collimator multiplets (including the field lens) showed the worst absorption. In fact, the fluid from the field
lens and collimator triplet bladders was essentially opaque below 380 nm.  This suggests that the fluid was contaminated
in the expansion bladders, and the contaminated fluid mixed with fresh fluid in the optical gap more efficiently in the
camera.  We speculate that this may be because the camera is more exposed to the elements, and because it is subject to
vibration when the camera is articulated for VPH grating spectroscopy.

Also shown in Figure 5 is the result of lab experiments described in the next section, where fresh immersion oil was
incubated with polyurethane material used in the expansion bladders.

3.3  Laboratory Experiments

To verify the contamination theory suggested by the results of the previous section, and to develop a repair strategy, we
began an extensive series of laboratory experiments on the optical compatibility of several immersion fluids with
common materials used in the handling and construction of fluid subsystems. Samples of fresh fluid were incubated for
200 - 300 hours at 35 EC with various materials used within the multiplets, including metals, Viton (O-rings), and
polyurethane (expansion bladders).  Fluid thus treated was placed in a sampling container and the transmission of a 1 mm

path was measured using the same monochromator apparatus.  LL5610 fluid (Figure 6, left) exposed to polyurethane
shows precisely the UV absorption signature seen in the multiplet fluid samples: 300 hours of exposure caused a 1- mm

Material/ Fluid LL5610 LL3421 Material/ Fluid LL5610 LL3421

Immersion Fluid alone 288 <250 RTV Sealant 730 274
Polyethylene LDPE <288 <250 PVC  Glove 298 299
Silicone O-Ring <288 <250 Nitrile Glove 311 315
Teflon PTFE Sheet <288 <250 Viton O-Ring 316 <250
Polyester PET <288 <250 Buna-N O-Ring 364 360
Sylgard 184 RTV <250 Clear PVC Sheet 369 372
Sulfuric Anodizing <250 Buna-N Rubber 385 390
Brass Fitting 251 Polyurethane Sheet 386 385

Table 1.  85% UV transmission point (nm) for materials incubated in immersion fluid

Figure 6.  Transmission of a 1 mm path length of two immersion fluids after incubation at 35 EC for 200-300 hours



path to drop to ~20% transmission below 380 nm. The tested materials are listed in order of the wavelength at which
transmission drops to 85% (Table 1): the last six materials exhibit absorption cutoffs that are significantly greater than
the cutoff of pure fluid. The Viton-exposed fluid shows a slight ~20% roll-off below 350 nm, but this signature is not
seen in any of the RSS multiplets, probably because of a limited contact area.  Subsequent experiments with other
bladder and O-ring materials and with an alternate coupling fluid, LL3421 (Figure 6, right) indicated that LL5610 is
optically compatible with polyethylene LDPE bladder material and with fluorosilicone O-rings, and the lower-index
LL3421 is compatible with these and with Viton.

3.4  Instrument Repair

All the multiplets were disassembled, cleaned, and reassembled with polyethylene bladders (to replace the polyurethane)
and flourosilicone O-rings (to replace the Viton), using LL5610 in the camera and LL3421 in the part of the collimator

that will be in common with the planned NIR beam (the field lens and collimator triplet). LL3421, while not as good an
index match, has better optical properties in the NIR.  The transmissions of the multiplets were monitored for 4-8 months
after repair. Figure 7 shows the multiplet transmissions before assembly into the camera and collimator structures.  The
contaminated fluid curve and the 320 nm spectrograph cutoff are shown for reference.  Slight UV features are still seen in
the camera triplet and the collimator doublet, but these have been stable during monitoring.  We suspect absorption in the
multilayer coatings on the entry and exit surfaces of the collimator doublet and the exit surface of the camera triplet.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated other optical systems that have tested and/or used these materials.  Polyurethane and Viton are both
listed by Cargille as compatible with the LL5610 lens fluid.  An aggressive compatibility test was done by the DEIMOS
team7.  They found both LL5610 and LL1074 fluid to be chemically compatible with the "ether-based polyurethane"
chosen for the RSS bladders.  DEIMOS ultimately used this material (with LL1074 fluid).  ESI8 used it with LL5610. 
However, no optical transmission tests were performed, and neither DEIMOS nor ESI goes below 380 nm, so it appears
that they were lucky.  Of two existing UV spectrographs, the UNC Goodman camera9  used LL5610 fluid but did not use
expansion bladders, and Keck LRIS-B, after optical and chemical compatibility tests, ended up using Cargille S1056
fluid with fluorosilicone O-Rings and stainless steel bladders10.  We suggest extensive chemical and optical compatibility
tests be performed whenever designing fluid-coupled optical systems.
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Figure 7.  RSS multiplet transmission after repair
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